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ABSTRACT: Wireless Sensor Network consists of nodes which communicate with each other with wireless
channel. A general conception of wireless sensor network (WSN) nodes is static and it remains fixed in their
position. It has been deployed in dominant manner for a long period of time. Many researches mostly focus on
energy consumption in WSN sensor nodes. In WSN The security in wireless sensor networks (WSNs) is a critical
issue due to the inherent limitations of computational capacity and power usage The Black hole attacks is
one of the attack that challenges the security of WSN. Black hole attacks occur when an adversary cap-tures
and re-programs a set of nodes in the network to block/drop the packets they receive/generate instead of
forwarding them towards the base station. As a result any information that enters the black hole region is
captured. Black hole attacks are easy to constitute, and they are capable of undermining network effectiveness by
partitioning the network, such that important event information do not reach the base stations. Several
techniques based on secret sharing and multi-path routing have been proposed in the literature to overcome
black hole attacks in the network. However, these techniques are not very effective, and as we demonstrate, they
may even end up making black hole attacks more effective. Propose an efficient technique that uses multiple base
stations deployed in the network to counter the impact of black holes on data transmission, using java simulator
and performance compare with multiple base station and without multiple base station to prevent black hole
attacks. It implemented using Net bean IDE Java network simulator .
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I.INTRODUCTION
A WSN is composed of large number of sensor nodes which are distributed in the wireless environment.
This feature allows a random distribution of the nodes in the disaster relief operations or inaccessible
terrains and several other applications. The other applications of WSN includes environmental control such as
fire-fighting or marine ground floor erosion, also installing sensors on bridges or buildings to understand
earthquake vibration patterns, surveillance tasks of many kinds like intruder surveillance in premises, etc.
Due to the wireless nature and infrastructure-less environment of WSN, they are more vulnerable to many types of
security attacks. Generally, the attacks are of two types in WSN- active attacks and the passive attacks. Black-hole
attack is one of the harmful active attacks.

II. BLACK HOLE ATTACK
Black hole attacks are one such attacks in WSNs A black hole attack is an attack that is mounted by an external
adversary on a subset of the sensor nodes (SNs) in the network. The adversary captures these nodes and re-programs
them so that they do not transmit any data packets, namely the packets they generate and the packets from other SNs
that they are supposed to forward. These term re-programmed nodes as black hole nodes and the region containing
the black hole nodes as a black hole region.

Fig -1 Black hole attack in WSN
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Fig. 1 to illustrate these terms. In the figure, the small circles filled in black are black hole nodes and the black hole
region is represented by red circle. When the source select the path including the attacker node, the traffic
starts passing through the adversary node and this nodes starts dropping the packets selectively or in whole.
Here, these re-programmed nodes are termed as black hole nodes and the region containing the black-hole
nodes are black hole region. Black hole region is the entry point to a large number of harmful attacks.
III. Multiple Base station
In a WSN, the requirement of successful packet delivery to the BS is more essential than the requirement of
prevention of data capture by an adversary. With the use of efficient data encryption algorithms, and data
anonymity techniques , the information that an adversary can derive from captured packet(s) can be made
inconsequential. Consequently, we concentrate on the objective of delivering the packet(s) to the BS in the presence
of black hole nodes. A novel solution that uses the placement of multiple BSs to improve the likelihood of packets
from the SNs reaching at least one BS in the network, thus ensuring high packet delivery success Use of multiple
base stations to handle the flow of large amounts of ,heterogeneous data from the network and several optimization
techniques have been designed for query allocation and base station placement . Here the use of multiple BSs is
proposed for improving data delivery in the presence of black hole attacks.
IV TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
The system model and assumptions for our technique are as follows. The network consists of a set of randomly
deployed SNs, N={1...n}. The network consists of a set of BSs, B={B1,......, Bm}, which are more powerful
than SNs and are connected to a replenish able power source. The density of the WSN is high enough to
ensure adequate connectivity so that each SN can route data packets to all the BSs in the network. The BSs are
assumed to be connected to each other over a wired network. We assume that the SNs in the network can be
compromised by an external adversary and programmed to analyze the packets they receive and drop them
instead of forwarding them to the BSs. We refer to a compromised SN as a black hole node. The adversary is
capable of compromising more than one SN in the network, thus creating one or more black hole regions. In
addition, the compromised nodes are capable of colluding with other compromised nodes in their neighborhood
or in other black hole regions to analyze the captured packets. We assume that the SNs in the black hole region
do not perform their environment sensing tasks as they are compromised.
V. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The AODV protocols are simulated using Net Beans java network simulator software to activate network . The
performance of using AODV protocols are compared with and without multiple based station on various
network parameters.

Fig 2 Output False & success Black Hole Attack by using one base station
For needed to save energy in WSN, initially routing path done through nearest base station i.e without using
multiple base station .Routing through multiple base station is activated only when there is chance of black hole
attack. By using encryption algorithm. To check presence of black hole nodes.
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Fig 3 Output False & success Black Hole Attack by using multiple base station.
VI.CONCLUSION
Multiple base station technique to effectively mitigate the adverse effect of black hole attack in WSN. The
detection of abnormal behavior of certain nodes is followed upon which the data transmission to multiple base
stations is triggered. For this purpose we make use of encryption algorithm, which keep visiting the stationary nodes
to detect any abnormality in the presence of black holes. These solution is highly effective and require little
computation and message exchanges in network, thus saving energy of the SN.
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